
MSM Board Meeting - October 8, 2014 

Present: Heather, Evelyn, Jordan, Dennis, Nate, Emma, Anita, Byron 

Kyle (manager) 

Facilitator: Byron 

Time keeper: Kyle 

Vibes watcher: Heather 

Note taker: Jordan 

 

1. Approve previous board meeting minutes. 

Approved by consensus. 

 

2. Consensus Training 

The board discussed whether a consensus workshop was necessary this season. The two new members 

(Anita and Emma) said they were comfortable going forward without a workshop, having learned from 

the available written material. Byron suggested that the board review consensus methods at beginning 

of the retreat, before addressing the important policy issues. The board agreed to do this. 

 

3. MSM policies around cosmetics regulations (update) 

Continued discussion of an item from the April 7 board meeting: Health Canada approval is technically 

necessary for all bath/body products sold anywhere, but it is not enforced and MSM currently has no 

policy.  

Kyle reported that BCAFM has no policy providing special regulations for cosmetic product sales. He also 

related that the Vancouver Farmer's Market simply requires all vendors to follow any government 

regulations that are relevant to their product.  

It was suggested that to address safety concerns and encourage integrity, the MSM should at least 

advise labelling of bath/body products. For now, the board decided to put links on website to Health 

Canada forms (Kyle will do this). Review committees were instructed not to deny vendors based on lack 

of HC approval, but to approve conditional on achieving compliance with HC regulations within 4 

markets. 



Further discussion, and possible amendment to Policy 4.4, was added to the BIKE RACK for the board 

retreat. 

 

4. Vendor priority on farmer's row 

A craft vendor (Caron) wrote to the board expressing concern about being moved from farmer's row to 

accommodate new farmers. She and others found their sales suffered after the location change. Caron 

hoped that some special allowance could be made for long time vendors to retain preferred spots, and 

suggested making room for new farm vendors on the grassy strip between the fence and sidewalk along 

Thurlow. 

Kyle reported that, in addition to new farmers, at least 2 more vendors will have to be moved from the 

schoolyard to the boulevard in the near future for other reasons. 

The board discussed this issue, and several points were made: 

- sales are highly variable in any location 

- it makes sense to keep similar products together, and the boulevard is a better location than the 

school yard for perishables like vegetables 

- some products like alcohol and certain allergens can't be sold on school property, so these vendors 

must be placed on the boulevard 

- the grassy strip Caron referred to is already well-used as a picnic/relaxation spot, particularly for 

customers with dogs 

- craft vendors have known that places on farmers row were possibly temporary, contingent on whether 

the MSM accepts more farmers 

The board decided that it was happy with continuing to place vendors based primarily on their products, 

and with giving priority to farmers. No policy changes needed for now.  

Jordan agreed to reply to Caron, detailing the board's position. 

 

5. Nut allergy complaint, Part 2 

A concerned parent (Michelle O'Niell) has complained again about nut products in the school grounds 

(oil and butter vendor). 

Kyle met with Glenn Miller, Assistant Supervisor of Operations for School District 61 (who also had 

contact with Michelle). Glenn advised that since the rental agreement between the market and the 



District does stipulate that certain high-risk allergens are not allowed on school grounds, the MSM will 

have to move a couple of vendors to City property. 

Kyle will move the nut oil and almond milk vendors out of the school yard, and any other issues will be 

dealt with as they arise. He also will contact an allergy doctor (who was interviewed by CBC) for input on 

the situation. 

 

6. Some prices too low? (tomatoes, etc) 

A complaint was brought forward by Dieter Eisenhawer that some farmers were selling produce too 

cheaply (dumping/undercutting). On investigation, a board member (Heather) determined that the 

produce in question was being sold as "2nd grade". The board could see no problem with this, so no 

action was necessary. 

 

7. End of season vendor get-together 

There was little interest from those present in an end-of-season gathering. The board agreed that it 

would be better to focus on getting people to come to the AGM instead. It was suggested that perhaps 

there could be a workshop on the same day as the AGM, to bring people in. 

 

8. Craft review changes 

Emma reported that there are still problems getting new vendors approved by the craft review 

committee, in several craft categories 

Kyle proposed that the board assign a new craft review committee, and tell the current committee that 

the process is being re-designed to try to make the job easier. 

Evelyn proposed having 3 review days for crafts in 2015, with reviewers still to be decided. All agreed 

that it would help to include some outside people as reviewers. The board would still retain veto power 

on decisions. 

Details and possible policy changes to be worked out at retreat (BIKE RACKED). 

 

9. Electrical use 

Kyle reports that the market needs another breaker, and that he is talking to the school board about it. 

 



10. Food vendor / Farmer meeting 

From looking at the Food Vendors' Statements of ingredients, it seemed that some vendors were still 

not using local/organic products. Byron wondered if they are just not aware of the options. The market 

should encourage food vendors to try to provide customers with MSM-type products, and remind them 

of our local definition as well as policy 7.1. It was suggested that stall assignments could be somehow 

tied to following policy/spirit/values of MSM (based on ingredients list and audit results). 

Byron proposed scheduling a meeting between food vendors and farmers at the beginning of the year, 

possibly as a workshop just before the AGM (same day). This could help to encourage more buying from 

farmers. 

Further discussion of this issue left for a future meeting (BIKE RACKED). 

11. Next meeting 

Nov. 26, 6:30 pm at Kyle's place 

 

BIKE RACK: cosmetics regulations, craft review changes, food vendor / farmer meeting 


